
Sourcing and Supplier Management for the Construction Industry

Bidding for projects often requires your team to work with sub-contractors from multiple 
trades before they can put together a bid. This usually requires managing quotations as well 
as other necessary data, including certifications, from your sub-contractors. 

Trusted By Industry Leaders & Players

How TenderBoard Can Help

Yet, most construction firms are still managing their sourcing and vendor data manually -
communicating through emails and phone calls to receive information before they evaluate 
and select the best vendor to work with. Coupled with the fact that timelines are often very 
compressed, these manual processes tax Quantity Surveyors & Contract Executives 
unnecessarily. Their time is spent on doing things that could be automated, rather than on 
what matters. This results in sub-optimal bids, delayed timelines, overworked staff and human 
errors.
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TenderBoard’s Cloud eProcurement system helps companies digitalise and automate procurement 
processes for better workflow efficiency, organization productivity and budget tracking.

Our eProcurement System offers Source-to-Settle and Supplier Management capabilities that 
automates sourcing and vendor management. Automating these processes gives your team time to 
focus on preparing a winning bid.



Key Capabilities of TenderBoard
Digitalised and Automated Sourcing
Multi-ways of sourcing for sub-contractors – from inviting your approved vendors to quote 
to relying or leveraging TenderBoard auto-sourcing capabilities to widen your supplier base. 
TenderBoard’s highly configurable system fits into your workflows for optimum efficiency.

Use TenderBoard eProcurement system to:

• Raise and auto-route Purchase Requisitions for approvals
• Source and award RFQs on the platform
• Manage clarifications, corrigenda, and negotiations 

Supplier Management
Manage your sub-contractor list & contacts all on a single platform. You would be able to 
set automated reminders and send forms to gather relevant information from sub-
contractors. These typically include financial statements, certifications and any other data 
required as part of vendor qualification. 

Vendor records are centrally stored and made available to all team members, ensuring they 
have access to the most up-to-date information. Vendors may also be whitelisted or 
blacklisted so your project managers will have a curated list to choose from.

Contract Management
Store your pre-negotiated price lists for your team to raise Purchases Requests and draw 
down from these contracts, rather than expending time and effort sourcing.

Managing your contract on TenderBoard also allows you to keep track of your contract’s 
available budget in real time and set automated reminders to renew expiring contracts.

Related Modules and Features

Ø Enhanced Evaluation Module (Coming soon): This module allows you to automate your PQM (Price Quality 
Matrix) evaluation of quotations received from sub-contractors. It can automate pricing, qualitative and even 
benchmarking calculations, and recommend the vendor to be selected based on your scoring parameters. 

Ø Budget Management: Import your budget codes into TenderBoard’s system to track spending in real time.

Ø Procure to Pay: Manage your Purchase Orders in our system, acknowledge Goods Receipts and received 
Invoices from your supplier.

Ø Invoice Management: Perform 3-way matches with your Purchase Orders, Goods Receipt and Invoices before 
forwarding for payment.

Ø Approval Workflows: Configure approval flows and forms according to your company’s Standard Operating 
Procedure.

Ø Integrations: Integrate with 3rd party systems such as accounting and ERP software for seamless processes.
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